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The AMAZE Project

AMAZE is a pan-European research and development project

•25 million euro project

•funded 50/50 by the European Commission and European industry

•28 partners (industry, academia, government labs)

•9 different countries involved (CH, DE, ES, FR, IR, IT, NO, SE, UK)

•5 years duration (2013-17)





The AMAZE Team



AMAZE has the overall vision and ambition to:

•develop the best quality, best designed and most resource-efficient
metal products ever made

•rapidly turn 3D-printing into an automated mainstream process for a
broad range of high-tech industries

•make better metal-based engineering systems for aeroplanes,
spacecraft, nuclear fusion and road vehicles

•allow Europe to achieve global leadership in this important field of 3D-
printing and additive manufacturing

The industrial impact in the near future will be large

However, there are two important things to avoid…

Top-Level Goals
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Avoid “Death Valley” for 3D-Printing
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Commonality: melting one layer of metal alloy on
top of another layer to make a 3D shaped part

3D-Printing in Metals



Understand, control and scale-up industrially



Supply Chain Developments

4 new 3D-printing factories are being established and enhanced to
create a unique, European-autonomous supply chain for the first time
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3D-Printing Factory of the Future



Main Applications:
• Airframe / aero-engine technology

• Nuclear fusion tokamak components

• Spacecraft / satellites

• High-tech automotive parts

• Robotic systems

• Catalytic devices

• Manufacturing tooling



Selected Achievements



Fusion tokamak:
• Probably the most extreme, most challenging, engineering
component in the world today

• The divertor component needs to survive conditions of 3000 °C

• The kind of component that can enable fusion and hence deliver
unlimited, clean energy for humankind, forever…



Aeroplane Structures:
• Working closely with Bombardier, Airbus and BAE

• 3D printing large structures, metre sized, in titanium alloy

• Landing gear and undercarriage components now being made

• Qualification and flight certification are very strenuous

Made in Norway





In-Orbit Space Manufacturing

Can we develop metal part production in space ?

• ESA patent filed in 2012

• Production of light alloy
space structures (Al/Mg)

• Huge savings in terms of
upload mass and cost

• ISS is the ideal test-bed

• Working towards a zero-
gravity demonstrator in
2016



• AMAZE is currently the largest metal-AM project in the world

• Team-work, industrial leadership and multi-sectoral cooperation have
been very impressive so far

• Nothing moves forward without passion for 3D printing

• New follow-on projects are already conceived and waiting in the wings

• The one billion euro Metallurgy Europe Programme will be the vehicle for
industrialisation (more on that in tomorrow’s presentation)

• Norway is a major player in this important field, with global outlook

• Special thanks to our sponsors at the European Commission (FP7) and
the numerous AMAZE companies involved

Conclusions



Thank you for listening

david.john.jarvis@esa.int


